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ABSTRACT

The theory developed here may be used to treat the

fire produced in a large explosion, At first $his ball.i8 a

dynamios of a

sphere of hot

I

I

ball Qf

ga65S which

starts to rise through the air. Its dynamios is considered in Part IS. Its behavior

“is very similar to the rise of’an air bubble through water. It soon flattens out like

the top of’s mushroom, its top remaining spherical while its bottom beoomes flat. As

it rises the stream of oold air flowing ovor its suri%aes eats away the hot gases in

turbulent convection. Most of the material eaten away comes from the Iewer surfaoe.

As the ball rices it maintains its shape but beoomes smaller due to the loss of

material. Finally after a rise of 3,7 times its original radius, the ball is com-

pletely dissolved in turbulence. ‘l’hefigure 3.7 depends on two considerations. First,

it is known experimentally for air bubbles in water that the drag uoeffioient, CD, is “

approximately O.?O SeoondlyP the amourit of’air which gets suoked into the turbulent

stream can be estimated from experimental observations of the motion of air produoed

above a long straight hot wire (thus the oonstant a i8 taken as 0.2).

The fate of tho turbulent column of air is treated in

ball of fire is considered to be comparable to an instantaneous

Knowing the total amount of heat input? and the rate of rise of

Part 10 The original

pointsource of heat.

potential temperature

with height in the atmosphere (taken to be 5° per 1000 reekers)the dynamics of the I

turbulent oolumn cm be estimated. This theory prediots h agreement with observa-

tions that the column should rise to amaximum height and then mushroom out. The

height.should vary as the energy of the explosion to the one-fourth power and in.

versely as the one-fourth power of the rate of rise of potential temperature in the

air, In the case of tho Port Chicago qxplosion involving 1600 tofL6of’H.E., this

theory predicts that the maximum he~ght should be 11,000 feet. Observations would 5.n-
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dicate that this height was actually between 8.000 and 12,000 feet. The theory 3s

admittedly rough. An attempt is made to justify it by using the same sort O? develop

mart fur the case of’turbulence produoed by a hot wire in air and compa-ringit with

the results of Sohmidtqs more aocurate theory. Schmidt~s theory is presented in tho

Appendix.

~,o.=—..—--—-....————-
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.
DYNAMICS OF A MASS OF HOT GAS RISING IN AIR

PART I e Approxi~te Theory of Conveoiion Currents

1. LINE SOURCE IN ATMOSPHERE WHOSE POTENTIAL TEMPr&ATURE VARIES ‘.KITHHEIGHT

The effect of mixture between the hot air in the convection current rising

with velocity u and the surrounding atmosphere will be taken as being due to a our-

rent equal to au flowing into the convection ourren% from eaoh side and mixing with it.

A volume of air whiah at a certain height X. has height 6Z0 and width 2yo may after

mixing have a height by and a width 2y. It is assumed that u is constant across the

oonveotion current, The equation for inorease in volume of the element is

Sinoe the motion 5.ssteady,

so that (1) may be written

= au+ (w) 2

(1)

(2)

(3)

If ~. is the potential temperature, or rather the rise in potential temperature at

height x above that at the ground level the equation of motion is

(J(Q-Qo)
p + (2@ 64)= T

g(zy @ (4a)

Or in viewof Eq. (2)s

U* (YU2)=: (@-Qo) w (4b)

The equation for conservation of heat is

* (2yp00@ = 2apau eO 61

Ormakinguso ofEq. (2):

U+”[yue) = u e. U2 (5)
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These equations may be reduoed to -

As

The

And

& (w) = au

d&l cZU(en-~)
—=

Ck Yu

Case where Q. = O, Atmosphere has uniform potential temperature

In this speaial case the solutionto the l?qs~(6) ts:

Y = Icd

u = oonstant

e =@T/’(gx)

total rate of heat transfer H is given by the equation

H= 2upy9cr

from Eq. (7) this :18

H= 2c?uqpoT/g)

(6)

(7)
.

(8)

.

Comparison with SohmidtQs Calculations1)

Itwill be aoen that co far as the dependence of u, y, and ~ on x is

oonoerned~ ~. (7) is k agreement w$th Schmidt’s calaulatione. In considering how the I
abeolute magnitude may be oompared, it must be remembered that Sehmtdt!s distribution

of Q and u with q(~ y/x) are rather like that of an error ourve. If a given

amount of heat were unifermly distributed it could be imagined to spread out over the I

acme total volume a8 in Schmidt*s oalculation80 In

Sohmidtts U. and a would be the same as Sohmidt~s
<.

this ease u would be smaller than

limiting value of q. & alterna-

1] Sc$hmtdt’stheory itipremntod in the appendix,

...._
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tively the value of u could be taken as identical with Schmidt’s U. in which case a

would be less than the limiting value of Schmidtts ~e If u is taken as identical

with Sc&nidt’s Uo, Eq. (6) may be compared with Eq. (4) of the appendix and they will

be found to be in a~reement it

,
A T2/9 101/3 = ~~/3 (9)

When the oa~culated valued of A and I are in~e~ted -d the ~ue of K

which makes Schmidtas enlculation agree with observation are inserted in (9), according

to my memory, a= 0.2. This corresponds with a limiting value of ~ in Schmidt’8 case

Of about t~-1 190 = 0.32. It seems that the present theory in which the effect of

turbulent mixing ia represented by an inflow of surrounding air through the outer sur-

face of the heated zone at a veloc$ty atimes the velocity of the heated gas is in

agreement with Schmidtte more accurate theory for the ease whero the surrounding air

has a uniforp potentSal temperature. It is proposed therefore to apply the approximate

theory to cases where the analytical difficulties prevent the more accurate theory from

being applied.

B. Case where 9.= 9x, Atmosphere has uniform inorease in potential temperature with

height

lkIthis ease the Eq. (6) may be redueed to non-dimensional form by takings

u=u~ti whore U= (Eg/21apcT)1~3

The value of X was chosen so that X= U%/(gX). The Eqa. (6) then beccene:

du ? = gjta~t au t— —0—

&e Ut Y’

& (y’ U’) =aut (11)

—-_
-J—.-—
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Eqa. (11] can be ~olved numerically beoause the initial conditions near XQ = O aro

Tho general nature of the.aolaationis indicated in Fig. 1

~}t

II. POINT SOURCE OF Rl?J!+TEMITTING H CALORIES PER SECOND

Here the equations are:

Here r is the distance frcanthe source. Dividing the above

ture, the

Aa8ume as

u’ Qo = O corresponding

solution of (l&) is~

~e) :2aeoru

Increase in Volume

Equation of Motion

Conservation of Heat

equations by tig

(12)

(U)

(4)

to an atmosphere having a constant potential tempera.

r2 Ue = constant = H/(mpa) (15)

solutions to Eqs. (12) and (13)

u= A/x~/3 (16)

~’P (17)

—
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Eq. (12) is satisfied if

—.
—.
—.._. _.-._

.-
.—-—

/3= 645

Eq. (13) is satisfied if

. . ... .—

(18)

(19]

“1

The vnlue of G1 is fromEq. (15)

The solution uontained in Eqe. (15) through (20) is analogous to Sohmidtts more accur-

ate solution in this case. The exponents of x in the Schmidt expression for u, y,

and Q ara the same an those in Eqs. (15) through (20).

111. INSTANTANEOUSPOINT SOURCE OF HR4T

When the poi,nt souroe of heat is not continuous but is generated suddenly in

a small volume, the principle embodied in Eq. (1) may still be applicable. But since

the mot~on is not steady the relationship (2) between the variation in vertical depth

of the heated layer and the vertioal velocity no longer holds. Some assumption must be

made to take its place. For this purpose it will be assumed that the depth of the

heated volume is the sume as the breadth. In fact it may be assumed that the heated

volume is a sphere of kadius r and that its volume increases because air enter6 all

over its surf~ce at tho rate au. Thus the equation representing the spread of the

heated sphere due to turbulence is

‘3d 4 3)=41Tr2duor~r~(;m , z3dr2u

The equation of motion is

-& (r3U) . f (*Qo) r3

The equation of heat conservation is
s

—..--_<—-— .—..

(21)

(22)

(23)

.
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Since u z dx/dt, theso equations may be written:

A. Caao where 90 = O, Atmosphere has uniform potential temperature

M this case we”oan integrate Eq. (26) to get:

r3 6) = con8tant = 3H/(kfipa)

And Eq. (25) becomes:

(w

(25)

(26)

This integrates

Thus:

‘=[=/”+‘[*R
‘=(i*)$ (2’7}

r=tux
.

Eq. (27) in a 8c?lutionto this prob~eml

B. Case where Qo= e, Atmosphere ha8 ~uniformrate of increase of potential tempera-

ture with height

In this case, Eq. (26) beoomes

-& (r3Q) = 3 r3 /3/a

Whioh integrates to ~ive:

.

4d J+rpa

----
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or

J+a

And Rq. (25) becomos

~(r3u)=; r6r3u JL

Which integrates to give

But this constant of inbgration muet equal to zero so that$

Thus there is a height at which u is equal to zero,

‘ 6H 1A
or

[1

xz—
~oup C13

i.e.,

(28)

.

(29)

(30)

Suppo8e amass, M, of explosive leavee a fraction y of the total ohemical

energy which is relea~ed per gram, E, In the form of heat energy at the site of the

explosion. Then

And the smoke rises to a height of

[16yME 1A
x= —

$pc@ d3 (31)

EXAMPLE 1: Ex@OSiOn Of tan Of TNT

M= 306, E = 1000 oalories per gram, ~ s .0013 grams/om~,

C= .25, ~= 50per ~OOOmeters = 5X 1cP5 deg/cm

This value of ~ corresponds to a rise of potential temperature of 5° per 1000 meters.

Sinoe the adlabatio gradient gives rise to a fall of 10° per MOOmetww, a rise of so

—. -—-. _ . . —.— -— —... .-=-:- —.
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per 2000 meters in potential

ture of IS* per 1000 metero.

Y

--.:

-11- .

temperature corresponds to a lnpoe rate in aotual tempera-

If we suppose that

= 0.5 and & =0,2

It follows from Eq. [31)othat

x = 5.2 x Id onm z 1700 feet

EXAMPLE 2; The Port Chicago Explosion

M= 1600 tons =306 X 109 g+quns

Using the mme values of the other quantities as in Example 1, it follows that

x = 3.3 X ld cms =&0,900 feet

Those results are likely to require modifiowtion when a more correct value

of cz is found usizzg’theresult of’SohmidtCs paper and, in Example 2, when the ohange

of density of air with height ie allowed for.

—...
.. ..-——.———.

.—..—
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PART 11. EW].y Stages of $he Ri88 of a Sphere of Hot 13ti6

.

When air is released in water the resulting bubbles are ne&rl.yspherical if

their diameters are of the order of one millimeter. When they attain a radius of

around one ocntimeter the variation in pressure

to hydrodynamical flow @au@es than to flatten.

frequently break up. Tf however a large amount

distribution around their surfaoo due

Thoyuaual%y oscillate violently and

of air ia suddenly released in water,

very large bubbles are formed. They are umbrella nhaped

upper surface and highly disturbed on the lower surface.

six inches in diameter show that the rim of the umbrella

angle of about .40°”tromthe vertical axis. The pressure

and appear to bo smooth on

Photograph of bubbles Up

subtands at the center an

distributions have been

the

to

measured over the surfaces of the sogment8 of spheres set in a wind tunnel with the

pole or axis pf the segpent in line with the wind. Such meaauremente show that the

pressure pver the greater part of the spherical segment differs little from that which

would be calculated by classical hydrodynamics. There is reason to believe therefore

that the pressure inthe water near the spherioal surface of a volume of gas which is

rising in an umbrella or mushroom shaped

oulated by classical hydrodymunios for e

form will be olose to that which would be ua3-

sphere. This is

Here Q is the

cal velocity of

p = * p U2{1 -9 sin2 G@+) (1)

angle of the point of the sphere from the summit and u is the verti-

riseo If Q is small, Eq. (1) may bewritten~

P=*pu2(l-9Q2A)

The above pressure is the excess duo to hydrodynamical ceuses

fluid at infinity. Since therm is Q gravitational field, the

water at the surfaoe is

over the pressure in the

aotual pressure in the

(2)

i

~ ,- ‘—— --
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Here he is the depth of any point on the surface of the bubble below the surface of tho

water. If 8 is small

Here ~ is the radiue of the bubble. The true pressure

is therefore

Here p. iS the atmospheric pressure.

It seems from Eq. (4) that the pressure in the

bubble can be constant and therefore in equilibrium with

u2 = b ga/9 or u = (2/~)(ga)4

Resistance of the Bubble

(3)

at the surface of the bubble

$~ (4)

water at the surface of the

the rising gas if

(5)

Though the radius of curvature of the top of the bubble is related to the

velocity of rise by Eq. (5)? further informatixxiis required before the rate of rise

can be determined. FXpt31?hMn~8 on the rate of rise of large bubbles of knawn volume

give rather variable resulta,but it was found by measuring the horizontal diameter of

the bubble that the resistance coefficient CD, is of the order of2)

CD= 0,5

If the bubble were flat at the bottrnn,

at the center is

,=9?a3p=’:s@oq

1 ~a3[qI-eo800) e=-
3

to 1.0

the volume of u segment subtending an angle *O

●

1cv- lTa3 sineQ. C09 e.
3 (6)

stq2Q~ Ops QJ

For such a bubble to rise with the ve~ooity U, the drag coefficient, CD, must be

given by the relation:

2) This figure is frmxnqnory and may need correcting.
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VY g 2 Qo)=c~(*pU2)(a2 sin

Comparing Lqs. (5),(6),and (7), it seoma

which defines the shape)of a flat.bwtt~ed

and CD in

The values of CD for a few angles is shuwn

.—
--

——.— ..—-..-._ - ..-
—. .—. _ . .-
— —-. —

(7)

that the relationship between the angle Cl.

bubble in the form of a 8phorioal segment

1-Coa (30

belowx .

(8)

J@o *-*2j

.4!5 o&7
50 0.856
’55 1.U!12

..

Thus the obeerved ranga of valuea of CD for a solid segment would lead one to expect

that if the bubb~~ werb flat-bottomed it w~uld cover,an angle 9 from the vertioal

axis which lies with the range of from kO to 55 degrees. This is in agreement with

observation.

Mixture at the Spheric&l Surface of a Volume of Hot Gas

Suppose that a hot gas bubble Cold
air

Pis penetrating upwards into oolder air.

If the density of the hot gas is ~$,

Eq. (5) must be modifiod to read:

u = (2/3){ga[10 ($)t/p)]}@
1

The relation~hip between “mixingand
;

velocity of the cold air flowing radi-

ally outwards from abo~rethe vomex of

the bubble is the same as that assumed /

in the simple theory given in Part I. Fig. 1

.---— —____——... . . —
—.—. .—— ... .._

–~ ..— —
— -—
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Then the rate at which hot air {S removed at

bubble in a times tho velecity of oold air

the spherioal surface of the hot gaa

over hot gas =
)

ci!((3/2) u sin G omz per

cm2. Thus the total rnte of removal of volume from the whole surface is

If Go= &!j”,thin equation’becomes;

dV/dt = lQ35d L# u

AndfmanEq.a (6), V= 0~4 a3~ Therefore while

vohm ohanges by

so that

Also ain~e dV/V = 3 &%/a it

dx/da

If CL= 0.29 this gives

Therefare in this case, the

W =1.sstza~ 6X
..

the bubble rise8 a height x, the

_= lo35ari* 6Xdv

v O.&i+a3

appears that

= 3(0.24)/1.35a = 0053A

unmixed pordi& of the bubble might be expeated to rise to

the horizoritaZradius. which la

I

,3.7times the horizontal radius

before being completely mixed in the turbulent mass which might be expected to rise in

the

the

manner contemplate.din

Fig. 2 shows the

above theory. n will

the case analyzed in Part I.

.uOceasive positions of the residue of hot gas according to

be not~oed that in this theory the mixed gases are supposed

to bo removed in the boundary layer which enters the turbulent air behind the apherioal
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Part 1,

unmixed

~~ -.-—
—.— - - —.—-, ----------—-

hot gas and form the turbulent sphere which”~s the

indicated in Fig. 1.

1=
i

)==
I

i
i

I
.}
I

\

4’
\
\

,Fig. 2

.
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APPENDIX

SCHMIDT‘S THEORY OF THE VE17fICALCONVI?CTION CURRENTS

ABOVE A LINE SOURCE OF HEET

Take x vertical, y horizontal,

q = y(x. m (,1)

Atmme for stress ‘@ = ~,

[1

du 2
Tzfd — ,

dy
(2)

and iD the mixture length, may be asmmed as proportional to the scale of the eddies

which may be taken as proportional to the width of the heated current, In the present

case it turns out that all the equations are satisfied if vertical velocity u is a

funotion of ~ only so that the width of the heated ourrent is proportional to x.

Thus we may take

1)11
l=Kxandt=pK2xS~,

dy by

II

i.e., v~rtual coefficient of visoosi.tylC2x2Y ~ Sime u ie a funation of q

ay
only

011
Z=@~ %

dq dq
(3)

Sinoe the total heat flow per second, H, over any section is constant

(4)
when 9

specifio

compared

d J
is rise in temperature over the ~tmospherie temperature Tf ~ density; &

heat. Thus Qx is a funotionof ~ only.

It is assumed that the variations in density are small, i.e., Q is small

with T and that u and v are to this order of approximation related by

the incompressible relationship~+~ = O. This enableB u and v (which are
ay

funotions of q only) to be expressed in the form

(5)

both
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Equation of MQtion is:

au

‘%

(6)

(7)

du du

II
Consider only y poeitive~ — — ia negative throughout region whore y is POSIO

dy dy

and sinae Ox is a funotion of ~ ,only this is an equation independent of x.

2A f“ - f f“ = (@x) ~T = (~) F(q) (8)

Equation of heat conductivity in horizontal direction (Schmidt neglects vertical con-

duotian, I think) is

(9)

Where c i~ the heat conductivity and c is relatedto the initial coefficient of

viscosity by the assumption that heat 18 transferred by exaotly the same lateral eddy

convection prooess as vertical momentum. Thus ,

c= #“#p I*I = K2 pew

writing Q = F(~)/x, (9) becomes

(10)~2 ~(f” F’)= -fFg c=f~F

(8) and (10) &n be put into a nondimensional form by using

q~
-2/3

‘9.’ (11)

as the independent variable and substituting F1 = g 4/3 F/T thus(~) beo~es

2fW f’”- f f“ =Fl (12)
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.. __ .-— -*.
—

f“ F; + F; fw + ft ~at~~=o..

-

-.

The conditions at ~ = O are
—.-

-.., ‘%

f ZO, fm= o,;’=
1

We may take F1 = 1 without 10BS of generality.

Near ~ = O the solution developed in

o

the form

There is only one arbitrary constant in

are determined in terms of A. Schmidt

makes F and f’ vanish simultaneously~

this solution, namely A. i.e., C, D etc.

determined the numerical value of A which ~

and he determined the (finite) value of ~1 at

whioh this happened. (I think from memory that A was somewhere in the neighborhood ‘“

of 0.9 and the limiting value of y WRS about 2. If k is knownthis gives the limi~

Ing value of qo”and u was detendned by comparing the observed distribution of Q

aa q varies with that oalaulated by the theory. The limiting

think, about 19 for the line souroe~

Fr~ (12) and (13) it seoma that F1 oan be multiplied

value of q was, I

by any number N pro-

vided f is multiplied byfi. To find the appropriate value of N from (b)

H

I

-2 ‘ll~~t
uQxd~ =

~e- o
NV2 f:(~) q=%qf,F,,,,

fhere f$ F1 dql is a pure&fi_uberand is ob~ined fr~ Sc~idt’8 SOIUtionO Writing this

number I
-—.-

()

3“ “-”’“-“Thus N = Ha K4/3 2/3 ‘ ‘*’
2pm I

a’ The maximum velooity at the Center ii–@u@@

r: ‘:”=~.%= [&J_. (*)= @/3 ~ ,

where A is a pure number and is the value determined by Sohmidt. Thus

[) 1/,()

AK(.-2/fih/9) ~ ~/3 ~ AK-2/91-l/3 Hg 1/3
U.= -3- —

PUTI
~z.~(~

Gl~~!ZZ;i.lJ14ij —
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